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My photography style is a mix of candid photos as well as 

prompted and posed.  My goal is to capture the essence of the 

day and all of the little moments in between.  This creates a story 

of your wedding day for you to relive.  With the day going by so 

quickly I make sure to photograph the details and the parts you 

might have missed, such as your guests having a blast.

A little bit 
about me
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Client experience

"We had Cassidy photograph our wedding day and we 

couldn't have made a better choice. From the conversations 

before the wedding to after she took her last snap on the 

day she was so easy to work with. Every one of our guests 

commented on her energy and professionalism throughout. 

She organized shots throughout the day as well as lots of 

candid ones that let us relax and enjoy our time. We can't 

recommend her enough. Thanks Cassidy!" 

- Alex
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Preparing for 

the big day

Complimentary meeting

Your vision

Practice shoot

My goal is to become friends with you before your wedding, so I 

love to try and do an in person meeting or video call.  This helps 

you to get really comfortable with me and allows me to capture 

your true personalities.

I love to hear your vision and my goal is to bring it to life.  If you’re 

a Pinterest fan like me, please feel free to share your board!

I offer 50% off couples shoots if you’d like to do a session before 

your wedding.  This helps you warm up a bit and get comfortable 

in front of the camera.
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What I’ll bring

Three lenses

Dual memory card slot

External flash

I’ll bring a zoom lens for the ceremony, a 35mm portrait lens for 

the group photos and landscapes, and an 85mm lens to get tons 

of depth for the couple photos.

Each camera has two SD cards, which provides extra security.  

When I arrive home from your wedding I’ll upload the photos to 

two hard drives right away to ensure they’re safe and sound.

I’m well versed in flash photography, so I’ll be able to capture 

your reception photos regardless of the lighting.

This allows me to quickly switch between lenses to capture 

different kinds of shots.

Two cameras
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Packages

All wedding packages include an online 

gallery and complimentary meeting
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Elopements & Microweddings

Silver

Gold

Coverage will vary, please reach out for a 

custom package 

Priced according to hours

6 hours of coverage 

$3400

30+ professionally edited photos 

$345

8 hours of coverage 

$3900

Platinum

10+ hours of coverage 

$4400+

Engagements
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Notes on 

timing
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The travel time between the ceremony and reception will need 

to be taken into consideration when planning the timeline of the 

day.  This also applies if you’re hoping to get photos at more 

than one location.

Wedding day timelines

The following timelines are examples for each package, and can 

be adjusted to allow more time for specific moments that you 

want more coverage of.

Seasonal variations

Your timeline for the day may vary based on the time of 

year and how much daylight we have.  For example if 

you’re hoping to get some shots during golden hour.

Travel time

Planning how the day will go helps 

you avoid feeling rushed, and ensures 

that no moments are missed!
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6 Hours

2:30    Photographer arrives at ceremony location to capture guests arriving 

and ceremony details


3:00    Ceremony begins


3:30    Family Photos


4:00    Wedding party photos


4:30    Couple photos


5:15     Photographer heads to the venue to get detail shots


5:30    Grand entrance and mingle with guests


6:00    Dinner


7:00    Speeches & games


8:00    First dances & group dance


8:30    Photographer leaves
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8 Hours

12:30    Photographer arrives at the men getting ready


1:00    Photographer heads to women getting ready


1:15    Photographer arrives at women getting ready, starts with detail shots


2:15    Photographer heads to ceremony location


2:30    Photographer arrives at ceremony location to capture guests arriving 

and ceremony details


3:00    Ceremony begins


3:30    Family Photos


4:00    Wedding party photos


4:30    Couple photos


5:15    Photographer heads to the venue to get detail shots


5:30    Grand entrance and mingle with guests


6:00    Dinner


7:00    Speeches/games


8:00    First dances & group dance


8:30    Photographer leaves
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10 Hours
12:30  Photographer arrives at the men getting ready


1:00  Photographer heads to women getting ready


1:15  Photographer arrives at women getting ready and starts with detail shots


2:15  Photographer heads to ceremony location


2:30  Photographer arrives at ceremony location to capture guests arriving and 

ceremony details


3:00  Ceremony begins


3:30  Family Photos


4:00  Wedding party photos


4:30  Couple photos


5:15  Photographer heads to the venue to get detail shots


5:30  Grand entrance and mingle with guests


6:00  Dinner


7:00  Speeches and games


8:00  Sneak away for sunset photos


8:30  First dances


8:45  Group dance & party time!


10:30  Photographer leaves
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FAQ’s

Second photographer

Typical turnaround time is 6 to 8 weeks after the wedding, however you’ll 

receive a sneak peak within 24 to 48 hours.  I like to choose photos from 

each setting so that you can see a bit of each part of the day.

Have a question that wasn’t answered here?  Please reach out!  

I would be happy to help.

A second photographer is available for an additional $75 per hour

Online gallery delivery time

My contact info

+1 250 852 1434


cassileighphotography@gmail.com


instagram @cassileighphotography
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I would be 

honoured to 

capture your 

special day.

If you’re ready to book me for your wedding, the 

next step is to book an introductory call.  This is 

where we’ll discuss your vision and the services I 

provide to ensure that I’m a great fit for your day!


